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Have you ever needed a Bible lesson QUICK? This resource solves your problem. Super Simple

Bible Lessons contains sixty Bible lessons covering both the Old and New Testaments. Each lesson

includes a story, a Bible verse, and a super simple craft activity that will reinforce the story. Each

craft activity is reproducible. Make as many copies as you need for your class of two or twenty. An

easy-to-use index helps you locate specific stories for the children.
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I purchased this to use in our Sunday School. The average age in my class is 4 yrs old. The lessons

are easy enough for the children to do and it's always nice to have new ideas. My only complaint is

that the lessons seem too "fluffy" for my purposes. I think this book would better serve as activities

to do at home with your kids, but they aren't real deep scripture teaching lessons. There are a few

that I really liked, but overall, I found it wasn't in-depth enough. Perhaps I'm just expecting too much

for the age group I'm teaching, but I've tried other books like the "Read with Me Bible" by

Zonderkidz and it has real verses from the Bible in it with great pictures to keep their intests and

written at an easy level to understand. I ask the kids questions about what we've learned and I just

feel they get a better feel for what the Bible is trying to teach with the stories from the Zonderkidz

book, but when I can I try to use the two books together--one for the story the other for the activity.

But with that said, I must say the activities are simple, with very little preparation required and they

are Bible based, so it might not be my number one choice, it is the one I go to when I'm in a hurry

for a quick easy lesson.



We used these lessons for Children's Church, which is preschool - Kindergarten. The kids are out

only 20-25 minutes and these lessons were perfect. No planning for the workers, the lessons just

needed to be copied and basic arts and craft materials needed. Lessons include a short scripture,

interesting story and a craft. The kids loved them and the workers were happy! My only complaint is

that there is not a second edition!

I ordered the kindle version so I could have it immediately to work on a lesson for the next day

sunday school. It has pages that are supposed to be reproducable but the kindle version does not

let me print anything from the book, I even bring it up on my computer and it still doesn't let me print

the lesson. This has been a real disappointment for me and a waste of money.

We don't make it to church as often as I like but I want my children to learn about God and the Bible.

I was hoping to use this as kind of a 'homeschool' version of Sunday school lessons. The lessons

and activities look good and easy for preschool age kids. We haven't used it as much as I've hoped

but I do recommend for this age. My older son is now 6.5 and the activities are kind of looking a bit

childish to him. Perfect for preschoolers though.

I work in the nursery at our church and am always looking for things to hold the children's attention.

You only have 5-10 minutes at a time to teach them about Jesus. I will use any safe way I can to

teach these children about the love of Jesus.

This book is fine. I am giving it two stars bc I wanted something simple, that explained the bible

stories easily, and had a fun, toddler-friendly craft associated with it. I don't feel like their stories are

thorough enough, and are either TOO simple, with.not enough background, or not explained well.

90% of the crafts are coloring. It is sufficient, but I want and need more.

I purchased the book for my Sunday School class. It has good brief lessons and ideas so I use it as

a complement to other literature I bought. The kids like the activities in it.

i am very disappointed in the copy i received. it looks like someone just poorly photo copy and made

a book. NOT what i expected i was spending my money on. i am suppose to bed able to photo copy

for my sunday school class but many papers are too light to do so.
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